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Abstract

In this paper we consider initial value problems for scalar hyperbolic conservation laws in one space
dimension, with source terms. The source terms admit at least two equilibriuII!- states as solutions
of the underlying characteristic equation, one unstable and one stable. An essential numerical
difficulty for this initial value problem is that numerical reaction waves are propagating at non
physical wave speeds. In this paper we consider two type of model problems, namely the ignition
model and the Arrhenius' model. The numerical solution is computed with a first order splitting
method. For this method a detailed analysis of the numerical wave speed is given. Expressions
are derived for the numerical wave speed, which explain the occurrence of non-physical wave
speeds. Furthermore, convergence of the numerical speed to the exact speed is shown.
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1 Introduction

In reactive gas dynamics, chemical reactions between the constituent gases need to be
modelled along with the fluid dynamics. Problems of this form arise, for example, in
combustion [9, 11, 12]. We restrict our attention to chemical reactions with infinitely
thin reaction zones in one-dimensional inviscid flows; the so-called reacting shock waves
[3]. In reacting shock waves, energy release occurs so quickly that molecular diffusion,
thermal conductivity and viscosity are usually unimportant transport mechanisms, and
therefore they are ignored. If the effects of walls, heat sources and external forces are
also ignored, we obtain essentially the Euler equations of gas dynamics, completed with
the continuity equations for the different species. These latter equations include source
terms, which describe the chemical reactions. Generally, the chemical reactions are
described by the Arrhenius' model [9, 11, 12J. For reacting shock waves this rather
complicated model is often simplified to the ignition model [3J. The total system of
equations is often referred to as the reactive Euler equations.

When we attempt to solve the reactive Euler equations numerically, new problems
arise that are absent in non-reacting flows. Apart from the increase in the number of
equations, the main difficulty stems from the fact that, in general, the time-scale of the
chemical reaction is very sman compared to the time-scale of the fluid dynamics. For
fast reactions it is possible to obtain stable numerical solutions that look reasonable
and yet are completely wrong, because the discontinuities have the wrong locations.
Thus, the numerical reaction waves are propagating at non-physical wave speeds [3].

The same essential numerical difficulty of discontinuities travelling at incorrect
speeds can be observed in scalar problems [5, 8]. Clearly, scalar models are inade
quate as a full test problem for any numerical method. However, they do model one
essential difficulty encountered in reacting flow problems, namely discontinuities trav
elling at incorrect speeds. A study of these problems therefore suffices to analyse some
of the difficulties that may arise also in more complicated systems [3J.

In this paper we consider two types of scalar model problems, one based on the
ignition model and the other based on the Arrhenius' model. Both model problems
are solved numerica.l1y with a first order splitting method. A detailed analysis of the
numerical wave speed is given and the occurrence of non-physical wave speeds is ex
plained. Convergence of the numerical wave speed to the exact wave speed is shown and
straightforward expressions are derived for the numerical wave speed, which explain the
results that were observed by other authors [1, 3, 5, 8J. Furthermore, the analysis of
the ignition model and the Arrhenius' model give a reasonable choice for the ignition
value, which is used in the ignition model. Finally, we show that for a positive source
term the splitting method is expected to produce non-physical wave speeds.

This paper is organized as follows. In the next section one-dimensional scalar con
servation laws with source terms are introduced. Furthermore, for travelling wave
solutions, an expression for the wave speed is given. In Section 3 the numerical wave
speed is introduced for an arbitrary finite difference method. The well-known first order
splitting method is presented in Section 4. In the next section an explicit numerical
method is considered and the behaviour of the numerical wave speed is studied. In
Section 6 expressions for the asymptotic numerical speed are derived for an implicit
method. Both models are analysed in detail. Finally, in the last section numerical
results are given, which illustrate the preceding analysis.
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2 Scalar Hyperbolic Conservation Laws with Source
Terms

In the following we consider scalar conservation laws with source terms. It is assumed
that the source terms are only dependent on the solution u. The general form of such
conservation laws is

d l xR l xR

-d u(x, t)dx = I( U(XL, t)) - I( U(XR, t)) + q(u(x, t))dx.
t xL xL

(2.1)

Conservation laws of this form occur, among others, in the theory of reacting gas flow.
In this case, the term q(u) describes the production or consumption of the variable u,
per unit length and per unit time. Since (2.1) should hold for arbitrary XL and XR, it
is clear that U satisfies

o. ()
ot 'Il(X, t) + oxl(u(x, t)) = q(u(x, t)), "Ix E JR, "It > O. (2.2a)

This is the differential form of the conservation law, which only holds if the solution
u : IR x [0,00) -+ IR and the flux function I : IR -+ IR are continuously differentiable,
and if the source term q : IR -+ IR is continuous. The differential equation (2.2a) is
completed with the initial data

u(x,O) = uo(x), "Ix E JR. (2.2b)

In practice also discontinuous solutions OCCUT, so the requirement that the solution
be continuously differentiable is too strong. This is the reason why we consider weak
solutions of (2.2), Le. solutions of (2.1). The weak solution of (2.2) is generally not
unique. However, if a weak solution is required to satisfy the well-known Lax entropy
condition [6], then this solution is the unique, physically relevant one. Hence it is
assumed that (2.2) has a unique physically relevant weak solution.

In the remainder, let a, (3 E IR be such that 0 ::; a < (3. The source term q is
assumed to satisfy the following three conditions:

q E C([a, ,6]),

q(a) = q«(3) = 0,

q(u) 2: 0, VUE (0',,6).

(2.3a)

(2.3b)

(2.3c)

Condition (2.3c) means that we restrict ourselves to the case where the variable u is
produced only. All source terms that satisfy (2.3) admit at least two equilibrium states
as solutions of the underlying characteristic equation, namely: u = 0' and u = ,6. The
state u = j3 is always a stable equilibrium state. Physically speaking, u = 0' corresponds
to the state where all gas is unburnt and u = (3 corresponds to the state where all gas
is burnt.

Furthermore, let xcoxfJ E IR be such that Xj3 < Xa . The initial data uOare assumed
to satisfy the following three conditions:

uO(:r) E [0',(3], "Ix E IR,

uO(x) = (3, "Ix::; xj3,

uO(x) = 0', "Ix 2: Xa ,
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(2.4a)

(2.4b)

(2.4c)



Le. the initial data are constant outside some finite interval. Physically (2.4b) and
(2.4c) imply that at time t = 0 only burnt gas is present at the left-hand side of X{3 and
only unburnt gas is present at the right-hand side of Xo:' A physically more realistic
assumption than (2.4b) would be

However, for the sake of simplicity we assume that the difference between uO(x) and ,8
is negligible for small x.

Since the gas is burning, a travelling wave solution of (2.2), if it exists, is expected
to propagate in the direction of the unburnt gas, Le. with a positive speed. Later on it
will be shown that if the flux function f satisfies

f'(u) 2 0, \/u E [a,,8], (2.5)

then a travelling wave solution is indeed propagating with a positive speed.
When attempting to solve (2.2) numerically, it is possible to obtain stable numerical

solutions that seem reasonable and yet are completely wrong, since quick transitions
between equilibrium states occur at the wrong locations. In order to study this problem
we consider two types of model problems with source terms that satisfy (2.3), namely:
the ignition model and the Arrhenius' model.

]{H (u - Uign) ij(U),

uO(x),

The Ignition Model.
In this model we typically have initial value problems of the following type:

a a
-u + -feu)at ax

u(x,O)

(2.6a)

(2.6b)

where H is the Heaviside function, a ~ Uign < ,8, ]( > 0 and where ij satisfies

ij E C2([Uign, ,8D, (2.7a)

ij(Uign) = ij(,8) = 0, (2.7b)

ij(u) > 0 and ij"(u) < 0, \/u E (Uign,,8). (2.7c)

With a = 0, /3 = 1 and Uign = 0 these type of model problems have been studied in
[5, 8]. The constant J( is called the rate constant, since it determines how fast the
unburnt gas (u = 0') transforms into burnt gas (u = ,8). The burning process starts as
soon as U > Uign' Therefore Uign is called the ignition value and initial value problem
(2.6) is referred to as the ignition model. Usually]( will be large, since this type
of hyperbolic conservation law is only realistic for fast reactions. This type of model
problem does not describe the burning process very accurately. However, it does induce
one essential difficulty encountered in numerical modelling of reacting flow problems,
namely fast transitions between equilibrium states at wrong locations. In this paper
we are especially interested in the effect of the parameters J( and Uign on the numerical
solution.

Example 2.1 A typical example of a scalar conservation law that satisfies (2.6) and
(2.7) is

a a
-u+ -uat ox

u(x,O)

](H( u - Uign) (U - Uign)(,8 - U),

uO(x),

3

(2.8a)

(2.8b)



where J( > 0 and 0: ~ Uign < (3.

The Arrhenius' Model.
The second model can be obtained when describing the burning process by the Ar
rhenius' model [11, 12]. This model is physically more realistic and is given by the
following initial value problem:

o 0
ot U + oxf(u)

u(x,O)

{

0,

B(E)((3 _ u)exp(E u - uvn
),

u-o:
= uO(x),

U = 0:,

Q < U ~ (3,
(2.9a)

(2.9b)

where E > 0 and 0: < U vn < (3. The quantity U vn corresponds to the von Neumann
temperature in a detonation model. The constant E is called the scaled activation
energy. The constant B is a positive decreasing function of E that satisfies

and

lim B(E) = 00 and lim B(E) = 0
E!O E-oo

lim B(E)exp(eE) = 00, Ve> O.
E-oo

(2.10)

(2.11)

Note that the source term given in (2.9a) satisfies (2.3). We are especially interested
in the behaviour of the numerical solution for various values of the activation energy
E. In Figure 1 we have drawn a source term for each model.
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Figure 1: Source term given by the ignition model (2.8) (dashed line) with J( = 72,
1lign = 1, 0: = 0 and (3 = 1..5 compared with the source term of the Arrhenius' model
(2.9) (solid line) with B = 0.724, E = 15, U vn = 1,0: = 0 and (3 = 1.5.
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Later on it will be shown that fast transitions occur at the wrong locations, since nu
merical waves are propagating at non-physical wave speeds. Therefore we are especially
interested in travelling wave solutions of (2.2).

Suppose that a travelling wave solution of (2.2) exists, propagating at a constant
speed s. Hence, the solution is completely determined by its initial data uo, Le.

U(X, t) = uO(x - st).

If u(', t) is continuous on [XL, XR], then

(2.12)

d l xR

-d u(x,t)dx
t XL

= dd {XR-st uO(€)d€
t JXL-st

s(UO(XL - st) - UO(XR - st» = S(U(XL' t) - U(XR' t»,
(2.13)

where € = x - st. Let t > 0 be fixed and suppose now that uO is discontinuous on
the interval [XL - st, xR - st]. For the sake of simplicity we assume that uO is only
discontinuous at the point Xo E (XL - st,XR - st). It follows from (2.12) that, at time
t, U has a discontinuity at the point Xo + st E (XL, XR). Now it is straightforward that
(2.13) also holds for discontinuous u, since

where €= x - st and Xo is independent of t. After substituting (2.13) into (2.1) we see
that

l
XR

S(U(XL,t)-U(XR,t» = f(U(XL,t»-f(u(XR,t» + q(u(x,t))dx
XL

should hold for all XL < XR and t ~ O. If we take XL = x(3, XR = X Q and t = 0, then it
follows immediately from (2.4) that

s(f3 - 0') = f(f3) - f(a) + {Xa q(uO(x»dx.
JX(3

(2.14)

We remark that (2.3), (2.4), (2.5) and (2.14) imply that s ~ O. Equation (2.14) relates
the speed s with the equilibrium states U = 0' and U = f3. However, if U is discontinuous
we can derive another expression for s. Let U have a jump discontinuity along the
straight line r given by a:(t) = Xo + st, then the limits UL = limdo u(x(t) - c, t) and
UR = limdo u(x(t) +c, t) are well defined. Suppose that the differential equation (2.2a)
holds on both sides of r a.nd suppose tha.t XL < x(t) < XR for some fixed t ~ O. Then

d l xR

-d u(x, t)d.T =
t XL

d l X
(t) l xR

-d { u(x,t)dx + u(x,t)dx}
t XL x(t)

l
X (t) () l xR ()

~u(x,t)dx + ~u(x,t)dx + (UL-UR)S
XL ut x(t) ut

f(U(XL,t» - f(UL) + f(UR) - f(U(XR,t» + (UL - UR)S

l
XR

+ q(u(x, t))dx.
XL
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Thus, using (2.1), we obtain 

(2.15) 

holds at each point on r. Note that (2.15) also holds for conservation laws without a 
source term. If we consider reacting shock waves (e.g. detonations), then UL = f3 and 
UR = a, which implies that the wave speed is not influenced by the source term. This 
is clear, since the Lax entropy condition ensures that all characteristics impinge on the 
curve of discontinuity and q vanishes along these characteristics. 

The following theorem is a summary of the previous results. 

Theorem 2.2 Let a scalar ,hyperbolic conservation law with source term (2.2a) be 
given. Suppose that the source term satisfies (2.3) and the flux function satisfies (2.5). 
Furthermore, let initial data (2.2b) be given that satisfy (2.4). Finally, assume that this 
initial value problem has a travelling wave solution which links the states u = f3 at the 
left with tt a at the right. Then this travelling wave solution has a speed s ;;::: 0 which 
is given by 

s(f3 - a) = f(f3) - f(a) + [Xa q(uO(x»dx. 
lxp 

It follows from (2.12) that 

ra 
q(uo(x»dx 

lxp l
xa+st 

q( u( x, t) )dx , Vt?: O. 
xp+st 

(2.16) 

If we integrate (2.1) in time on an arbitrary time interval [a, b] and, subsequently, use 
the above equality, we find 

l
xR lXR u(x, b )dx - u(x, a)dx 

XL XL 
(b-a)(f(f3)-f(a» + (b a) rR 

q(u(x,a»dx, 
lXL 

where XL ::; xfJ < xae < XO' + sb ::; XR. Hence (2.16) can be rewritten as 

l
XR lxR s(b-a)(f3-a) = u(x,b)dx - u(x,a)dx, 

XL XL 

3 Numerical Wave Propagation on a Fixed Spatial 
Interval 

(2.17) 

(2.18) 

Let [XL, XR) C 1R be a fixed spatial intervaL We want to approximate the solution of 
(2.2) for all x E [XL, x R), t > O. Since the exact travelling wave solution propagates with 
a speed s ;;::: 0, it is reasonable to assume that the numerical solution also propagates 
in the positive x-direction. Therefore (2.2) should be completed with a left boundary 
condition. 

Hence we repla.ce (2.2) by the following initial-boundary value problem 

a 8 
8t1t(x,t) + 8x f (u(x,t)) q(u(x,t)), Vx E [XL,XR), Vt > 0, 

u(x,O) uo(x), Vx E [XL,XR), 

U(XL, t) = 13, Vt?: 0, 
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(3.1b) 

(3.1e) 



where it is assumed that XL :::; X{3 < Xo :::; XR (see (2.4). 
For a given time step llt the discrete time levels tn are defined by 

tn = nllt, n = 0,1,2, .... 

For a given number of mesh points I, the mesh width llx IS computed as llx = 
(XR - xL)!I and the spatial mesh points Xi are defined by 

Xi = xL+(i-l!2)llx, i= 1,2, •.. ,1. 

It will also be useful to define intermediate points 

xi+1/2 = XL + illx, i = 0,1, ... , I. 

The finite difference methods we shall consider, produce approximations Up' E 1R to 
the true solution U(Xi,tn) at the discrete mesh points. The average of u(·,tn ) on the 
cell [Xi-I/2, Xi+1/2) is defined by 

(3.2) 

For conservation laws it is often convenient to view Ur as an approximation to this 
average, since the integral form (2.1) of the conservation law describes the evolution in 
time of integrals such as (3.2). We construct a piecewise continuous function U flAx, tn) 
for all x E [XL,XR) from the discrete values Ur. If, for instance, a first order method is 
used, then Utlt(',t n } is a piecewise constant function given by Utlt(x,tn ) = Ur for all 
x E [Xi-l/2, Xi+l/2) and for i 1,2, ... , I. In the following it is assumed that the mesh 
width llx and time step i:lt are related by 

llt 
- r, 

where r > 0 is a given constant. Normally the numerical wave speed for a finite 
difference method is given by au expression of the form mi:lx !(lllt), where 1 and m 
are relatively prime numbers (5]. In other words, the numerical solution propagates m 
spatial grid points for every I time steps. In general it is hard to compute the numerical 
wave speed in this way. Using the piecewise continuous function U flt we are able to 
define a more genera.! numerical wave speed in analogy with (2.18) and which is easy 
to compute. 

Definition 3.1 Consider a finite difference method that approximates the exact solu
tion of (3.1). Let Ur be this approximation, where initial data are given by U? u? 
(see (3.2)). Construct a piecewise continuous function Utlt(',t n ) from the discrete val
ues Ur. Define 

sn = 1 
tl.t((1 -

(3.3) 

for all 11. > O. Let T > 0 be given and assume that for all n > 0 with 11.llt :::; T the 
following holds: 

sn > 0, 

sn llt :5 tl.x, 

Utlt(x,tn
) ul 

U (' n) -n 
I:!.t x, t = ul 
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(1, 'r:/xE[XD,XL+i:lX), 

0:, 'r:/XE[XR-i:lx,XR). 

(3.4a) 

(3.4b) 

(3.4c) 

(3.4d) 



Then, for all n > 0 with nt::..t $ T, sn is called the numerical wave speed at time level
tn.

Suppose that the finite difference method produces a numerical solution that propagates
with a speed given by mt::..x/(lt::..t). Using Ub.t, it follows that Ub.t(x,tn) = Utit(x
mt::..x, tn-I), for all x E [XL +mt::..x, xR) and for all n ~ I. This equation is integrated
in space on the interval [XL, XR). Using the boundary condition (3.1c) and Definition
3.1 it follows that mt::..x/(lt::..t) = (sn + sn-l +.,. + sn-l+l )/1. This illustrates that it
is reasonable to define the numerical wave speed by (3.3).

Note that (3.4c) is satisfied if XL + t::..x $ x{3 (see (2.4b) and (3.4a)). Furthermore
a sufficient condition for (3.4d) to be va.lid is given by

XR - t::..x ~ max( X Q +T max sn, X Q +sT).
O<ntit::;T

If a first order method is considered, then Utit(x, tn) = Ur for all x E [Xi-l/2' Xi+l/2)

and for i = 1,2, ... I. Hence, for a first order method (3.3) reduces to

sn = (fi~ ) (tur -tur- I
).

T a i=l i=l
(3.5)

If a numerical solution has a constant speed sn for all n, then we call this solution
a numerical travelling wave solution.

4 A First Order Splitting Method

A variety of numerical methods can be developed for conservation laws with source
terms. A very natural way to solve (2.2) is a splitting method. With this splitting
method the numerical solution at each time level is derived by a two step procedure. In
the first step we approximate the solution of the homogeneous conservation law without
a source term, i.e.

() ()
-() u(x, t) + -() f( u(x, t)) = O.t . x

(4.1)

In the second step we assume no convection and the following ordinary differential
equation is solved numerically

()
()tu(x,t) = q(u(x,t). (4.2)

There are several reasons for studying first order splitting methods. Firstly, the splitting
method is interesting since good numerical methods exist for both subproblems (4.1)
and (4.2). Furthermore, this method is easy to discuss and analyse. Finally, second
order can easily be achieved using the Strang splitting [10]. However, it is important
to note that some numerical difficulties discussed in the next two sections also occur
with other methods for (2.2) [8].

Let T> 0 be given and assume that (3.4) holds for all n > 0 with nt::..t $ T. Since
we only consider first order methods, we have

Utit(x,tn) = ur, \/x E [Xi-l/2,Xi+I/2)

for all n ~ 0 with nllt $ T and for i = 1,2, . .. ,1.

8
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Next we describe in more detail the particular splitting method that is used in this
paper. Suppose the numerical solution at time level t n- 1 (Le. Ur-1 for i = 1, ... ,1)
is known and that we want to approximate the numerical solution at time level tn. In
the first step we have to solve (4.1) numerically, which is done using a conservative
three-point finite difference method with two time levels. Let F be the numerical flux
function associated with f. Assume that F is Lipschitz continuous with respect to both
variables and satisfies the consistency condition

F(v, v) = I(v).

Furthermore, let the operator Cr : JR3 -+ JR be given by

(4.4)

(4.7)

(4.5)

(4.6)

(4.8)

Cr(Ut,U2,U3) = U2 - T{F(U2,U3) - F(Ul,U2)}, 'v'Ul,U2,U3 E JR.

For shortness of notation we introduce Ei~/2 for i = 0, ... , I as

F;/~1 f({3),

Fi~/2 F(Ur-t,U[+-/), i = 1,2, ... ,1 -1,

Fn - 1 f( )1+1/2 Cf

and Ci-1 for i = 1, ... , I as

Cf-1 Cr (f3, Uf-l, U;-I),

C?1-1 C (U!t-1 U:n- 1 U!t-1 ) . 2 3 I 11 = r 1-1' 1 , 1+1 , Z = , ... , - ,
Cn- 1 C (Un- 1 Un- 1 a)I r 1-1' I , .

Thus Ci- 1 denotes the numerical approximation of the solution of (4.1), which is com
puted as

Cn- 1 un-l {Fn - 1 F n- 1 } . 1 2 Ii = i - T i+l/2 - i-l/2' Z = , ,... , .
In the remainder it is assumed that Cr is a nondecreasing function of each argument,

l.e.

Ui~Vi, i=1,2,3 ::} Cr(Ut,U2,U3)~Cr(V},V2,V3)' (4.9)

Requirement (4.9) means that (4.1) is solved by a monotone method. It is well known
that a monotone method is at most first order accurate [4]. If U is decreasing, then
f)1(u)ff)x = f'(u)fJuff)x ~ 0 (see (2.5». Therefore, it is natural to assume that
F n - 1 F n - 1 < 0 .i+l/2 - i-l/2 _ , l.e.

Ul~U2~U3 ::} Cr(Ul,U2,U3)~U2' (4.10)

Examples of methods satisfying (4.9) and (4.10) are the basic Godunov method, the
bask upwind method and the Lax-Friedrichs method.

In the second step of the splitting method, we have to solve (4.2) numerically with
initial data. Ci-1 given by (4.8). Hence, we have to approximate the solution of the
following I initial value problems

d
-dU(Xi,t) q(U(Xi,t», tE(tn-l,tn], (4.11a)

t
U(Xi,tn- 1) Ci-1 (4.11b)

for i = 1, ... , I. Finally, the numerical solution of (4.11) for i = 1, ... , I is equal to the
final numerical solution at time level t n (i.e. Ur for i = 1, ... ,1).

In the next sections we use, respectively, Euler forward and Euler backward to
approximate the solution of (4.11).

9



5 The Numerical Wave Speed for an Explicit Numerical
Method

In this section we consider problems in which the time scale of transition from a to (3
is of the same order as the time scale of the convection. We use the splitting method as
described in Section 4, where (4.11) is approximated using the forward Euler method
for i = 1, ... , I. In this case we can rewrite the method as

ur = Ur-1 - r{Ft~_~/2-Fi':~/2} + D..tq(Ur-1), i=1,2, ... ,I. (5.1)

It will be useful to define the global discretization error Etl.t(x, tn) for arbitrary x E
[XL,XR) as

Etl.t(x,tn ) = Utl.t(x,tn) - u(x,tn).

Next we want to derive an expression for the numerical wave speed.

(5.2)

(5.3)

Theorem 5.1 Consider the finite difference method (.5.l) with a Lipschitz continu
ous numerical flux ftmction F that satisfies (4.4), (4.6) and with initial data given by
Up = u? (see (3.2)). Let T > 0 be given and assume that for all n > 0 with nf).t $ T
(3.4) holds, where Utl.t(·, tn) is given by (4.3) for i = 1,2, ... , I. If q E Cl([a, (3]), then

1 l xR

sn = S +~ q'(jln-l(x))Etl.t(x,tn-1)dx
I-' a XL

holds for all n > 0 with nf).t ~ T, where Jln-l(x) E Int(u(x,tn-l),Utl.t(X,tn-l)) for all

x E [XL, ;tR].

Note that if q = 0, (.5.3) implies sn = 05 for all n> 0 with nD..t ~ T. Hence, (5.1) with
q = 0 produces numerical travelling waves propagating at the correct speed.

Proof After multiplying (5.1) by D..x, summing over i and using (4.6) we derive

I I I

f).x L Ur - D..x L. Ur- 1 = f).t{f(fJ) - f(a)} + f).tf).x L. q(Ur-1).
i=l i=l i=l

Since (4.3) implies that sn is given by (3.5) the above equation can be rewritten as

I

snf).t((3 - a) = D..t{f((3) - f(a)} + ~tD..x Lq(Ur-1).
i=l

After subtracting this equa.tion from the equation for the exact speed s, i.e.

l
XR

sf).t((3-a) = f).t{f((3)-f(a)} + f).t q(u(x,tn-1))dx,
XL

which is derived using (2.17) and (2.18), we obtain

Using (4.3) it is straightforward that this latter equation can be rewritten as

((3 - a)(s - sn) = l xR

q(u(x,tn-1))dx _lxR

q(Utl.t(x,tn-1))dx.
XL . XL

10



Since q E C 1[(a,,6)], an application of the mean value theorem for all x E [XL,XR] gives

where Jtn- 1(x) E (u(x, tn-I), U~t(x, tn-I». An easy substitution using (5.2) gives (5.3),
which completes the proof. 0

6 The Numerical Wave Speed for an Implicit Numerical
Method

Since in this paper we are especially interested in the behaviour of the numerical wave
speed, the only reasonable time step restriction we want to fulfill is (3.4b). In realistic
problems the time-scale of transition from Q to ,6, due to the source term q, is very
small compared to the time-scale of the convection. Hence, for this kind of problems
stability of an explicit method would imply a much more severe time step restriction
than (3.4b). Therefore, (4.11) is solved numerically by an implicit method. In this
section we use backward Euler, which gives the following finite difference scheme

Ui = Ur-1
- T{F/~1/2 - Fi~1/2} + ~tq(Ui), i = 1,2, ... , I. (6.1)

In the following two sections we will study the numerical wave speed for the ignition
model a.nd the Arrhenius' model, respectively.

6.1 The Ignition Model

The main purpose of this subsection is to derive an expression for the numerical wave
speed for large J( (Le. fast reactions). Before the main theorem is presented we have
to explain how (6.1) is solved. It will be useful to define the parameter I'- as

I'- = ](~t.

Let for each I'- > 0 the continuous function g" : [0',,6] -+ JR be given by

g,,(U) = U-K,H(U-Uign)q(U), VuE [0',,6].

Next, using (4.8), (6.1) can be rewritten as

g,,(Un = ci-l, i = 1,2, ... ,1.

(6.2)

(6.3)

(6.4)

The question is whether g,,(Ui) = Ci-1 has a unique solution in [0',,6] for given I'- > 0
and Ci-1. It is easy to see that g" : [0',,6] -+ [0',,6] is bijective if ij'(Uign) ~ 1/1'-.
However this property is lost on [a,,6J if q'(Uign) > 1/11, (see Figure 2).

Lemma 6.1 Let Il:o = 1/1/(Uign).

(i) If Il: ~ Il:o, then the function g;, : [a,,6J -+ [o,,6J is strictly increasing.

(ii) If I'- > 11,0, then there exists a unique u*(K,) E (Uign,,6) such that g;,(u*(I'-» = Uign,
g,,: [a,Uign] -+ [a,Uign] and g,,: (u*(I'-),,6] -+ (Uign,,6] are strictly increasing.

11
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Figure 2: The functions gKi' i == 0,1,2, where (j(u) == (u - 1/2)(1- u), Uign == 1/2,
KO == 1/(/(Uign) and Kl < KO < K2.

Proof From (6.3) it follows that gK(U) == U for all U E [a,Uign]' Thus gK: [a,Uign]
[a, Ujgn] is strictly increasing for all K, > O.

Let K::; KO. It follows from (2.7c) and (6.3) that g~(u) > 0 for all U E (Uign,fJ],
which implies tha.t g~ is strictly increasing. Furthermore, using limulu;gn g~(u) == 1 
K,ij' (Uign) ~ 1 - ';'or7' (Uign) == 0, we see that g~(u) > 0 for all U E (Uign ".8]. Therefore,
gK is strictly increasing, gK( a) == a, gK(.8) == 13 and statement (i) holds.

Let K > K,o. Since g~(u) > 0 for all U E (Uign,.8], limulu;gn g~(u) == 1- K,ij'(Uign) <
1 - ';'Oq'(Uign) == 0 and g~(.8) > 0 there exists a unique ti(,;,) E (UigTt,.8) such that
9~(ii(K)) == O. Furthermore, 9K is strictly increasing on the interval (ii(K,),f3) and
9K(ii(K)) < Uign < 9,,(.8) == .8. Therefore there exists a unique u*(K,) E (ii(K,),f3) c
(Ujgm.8) such that 9K( u*( K,)) == Uign' This completes the proof of statement (ii). 0

Suppose that we consider u* as a. function of the parameter,;,. From Lemma 6.1 (ii)
it follows that u* is uniquely defined for all K, > ';'0. We extend the domain of u* by
requiring that

U*(K,) == Uign

for all K, E (0, K,o]. Now u* is a well defined function for all K > 0, Le. u* : (0,00) 
[Uign,.8). Furthermore, note that (4.11), (6.3) and (6.4) imply that U[' == Ci-1 if
a ::; Ci-1 ::; Ujgn' Using this together with Lemma 6.1 it is straightforward that (6.4)
can be solved in the following wa.y:

UTt, Ci-1, a::; Ci-1 ::; Uign,

Ci-t, Ujgn < Ci-1 ::; 13·
(6.5)

12



(6.8)

In general (6.5) results in a nonlinear equation for Ui if Uign < Ci-1
::; (3. If it is not

possible to solve this equation exactly, then Ur has to be computed by some iterative
method. It follows directly from (6.5) that the numerical solution has to be smaller
than Uign or larger than u*( Ii).

An important and useful property is monotonicity preservation, i.e. if UO is mono
tone, then the numerical solution remains monotone at all time levels. If q = 0, then the
method (6.1) is monotonicity preserving, since all monotone methods are monotonicity
preserving. The following lemma shows that (6.5) also has this property if q > O.

Lemma 6.2 If (3 ~ UP_l ~ Up ~ 0' for i = 2, .. . ,1, then (3 ~ Ui-l ~ Ui ~ a for
i = 2, ... , I and for all n ~ O.

Proof The lemma is proved by induction. Let n > 0 and assume that (3 ~ Ui-II ~

Ur- 1 ~ a for i =2, ... , I. It follows from (4.5) that Cr ( 0',0', a) = 0' and Cr ((3, (3, (3) =(3.
Using this and (4.9) we find that (3 ~ Ci_l1 ~ Ci- I ~ 0' for i = 2, ... ,1. Now it is
straightforward that Lemma 6.1 and (6.5) give (3 ~ Ui-I ~ Ui ~ a for i = 2, ... , I.
The induction step completes the proof. 0

Next we present the main theorem of this section.

Theorem 6.3 Consider the finite difference method (6..5) with a Lipschitz continuous
numerical flux function F that satisfies (4.4) and (4.6). Let Cr be given by (4.5) and
assume that (4.9) and (4.10) hold. LetT> 0 be given and assume that (3.4) holds for all
n > 0 with nllt::; T, where UAt(·,tn ) is given by (4.3) for i = 1,2, .. . ,1. Furthermore,
initial data are given by Up = u? (see (3.2)) that satisfy (3 ~ UP_l ~ Up ~ a for
i = 2, .. . ,1. Then

lim sn = f((3)-j(a) + 1 ((3-Cr ((3,an-t,bn- I )), (6.6)
K-OO (3 - a r((3 - a)

where Uign < CA 13, an-I, bn- 1 ) ::; (3 and 0: ::; bn- 1 ::; an- 1 ::; Uign for all n > 0 with
nllt ::; T.

Before we start the proof of this theorem we make some remarks. Firstly, note that if
Uign = (3 (which implies that q(u) = 0 for all U E [0:,(3]), then the numerical speed is
independent of Ii and, subsequently, sn = (1((3) - f(a))f((3 - 0') = S (see (2.16)).

Secondly, suppose that (4.1) is solved numerically by the basic upwind method,
then Cr{/3,an-I,bn-I) = an-I - r(J(an- I ) - f((3)), and, subsequently, (6.6) gives

. (3-an- 1 j(an-I)-f(a)
hm sn = + . , (6 7)

K-oo r((3 - 0:) 13 - 0' •

where a ::; an-I::; Uign' If Uign = 0', then (6.7) gives lim K _ oo sn = 1fr. Hence,
the numerical solution propagates with one spatial grid point per time step. This
phenomenon has been observed by several other authors [3, 5, 8].

If we consider reacting shock waves, the exact speed s is given by (2.15) with UL =(3
and UR = 0:. Hence, in this case (6.6) can be rewritten as

J~~ sn = S + r((3 ~ 0:) ((3 - Cr ((3, an-I, b
n

- 1
)).

It follows directly from (6.8) that sn ~ s for reacting shock waves. Hence, the numerical
wave is expecting to propagate too fast. Furthermore, equation (6.8) clearly illustrates
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that sn --+ s as Uign i 13.

Proof of Theorem 6.3 Let n > 0 with nb.t :s; T. The proof is given in three steps.
In step 1 we rewrite (6.5) in a more convenient way. In step 2 an upper and lower
bound for the numerical wave speed are derived. Finally, in the third step we let K,
tend to infinity.

Step 1.
Note that (2.7) implies that gK is continuously differentiable on (Uign, .0]. Furthermore,
we deduce from the proof of Lemma 6.1 that g~(u) > 0 for all UE (u*( K,),.8]. It follows
from the mean value theorem that, for all Ui E (u*(K,),.o],

for some Il"! E (u*(K,),Ui). After substituting the above result into (6.5) the following
equality is derived

cn - 1
U!L = C~-l + H(C~-l _ u· ){u*(K,) _ C~-l + i - Uign} (6.9)

2 2 2 tgn t 9~(flf)'

where 0 < g~(u*(K,)) < g~(lli) < g~(.o).

Step 2.
It follows from (4.9) and Lemma 6.2 that 13 ~ Ci_-l1 ~ Ci- 1 ~ a for i = 2, ... , I. Since
Cr-1 = 13 and C7-1 = a, there exists a unique jn-l E {1, ... ,1 -1} such that

13 Cn-l > > Cn- 1 > Cn- 1 > > Cn- 1= 1 _ ... _ jn-I > Uign _ jn-I+l _ ... _ I =a.

After multiplying (6.9) by b.x, summing over i and using (6.10), we arrive at

(6.10)

where fl"! E (U*(K), Ui). Since we are using a first order method, sn is given by (3.5).
Using (3.4), (3.5), (4.5) and (4.6), the above equation can be rewritten as

snb.t(.o - 0') = b.t{f(j3) - f(a)} + jn-1b.xU*(K)

Next we want to estimate the above summations. Therefore suppose that jn-l > 1.
It follows from (4.9) and Lemma 6.2 that if Uj:'::";_l :s; Uign, then Cjn__11 :s; Uign, which

is in contradiction with (6.10). Thus U;':';_l > Uign, which implies, using (6.5), that

U;':';_l > U*(K). This together with Cjn--\_l ~ Ujn:.L1 gives

14



Using this and (6.10) together with 0 < g~(U*(K,)) < g~(pn < g~(3) for i = 1, ... ,r-1

(see Figure 2), we derive

_ Ll C'.l-1 _ ( 'n-l _ 1)~ f3 + (.n-l _ 1)~ u*(K,) - Uign
x )n-I J x J x g~(f3)

jn-I jn-I n-l
< _ ~x '" C!t-l + ~x '" Ci - Uign (6.11)

L.J I L.J I ( n)
i=1 i=1 g". Pi

A Cn-1 ( 'n-l 1) A *() + 'n-l A f3 - Uign< - uX jn-l - J - I..1.XU I', J 1..1. X g~(u*(K,))'

Note that the above inequalities also hold for jn-l = 1. Substituting the above in
equalities in the equation for sn gives

(6.12a)

~t{f(f3)-f(a)}+ ~x(u*(K,)-C'.l,;-:.11)
)

+ 'n-l~ f3 - Uign
J x g~(u*(K,»)'

sn~t(f3 - a) > ~t{f(f3) - f( a)} + ~x(f3 - Cjn__1l) + jn-l 6.x( u*(1',) - (3)

+(jn-l _ l)~x u*(K,) - Uign (612b)
g~(f3) . .

sn~t(f3 - a) <

This completes step 2.

Step 3.
In this final step we compute the limit for I', -+ 00 of (6.12). Firstly, we compute
lim K -+oo u*(K,). Let £ > 0 and I', > 1',0. It follows immediately from (2.7c) that g".(u) =
U-K,ij(u) > U-(K,+E)ij(U) =gK+e(U) for all u E (Uign,f3). Therefore, u*(K,) < u*(K,+c).
Since c > 0 is arbitrary, it is proved that on (1',0,00), u* is a strictly increasing function
of I', with (3 as the only possible limit as I', -+ 00. Hence,

(6.13)

Secondly, we compute lim K -+oo Cjn__11' If I', -+ 00, then all Ur-1 > Uign are shifted

towards the stable equilibrium state (3 and all Ur- 1 ~ Uign remain constant, since they
are not influenced by 1',. Using this a.nd (4.9), which implies that Ujn__~ -1 ? Cjn__11 >
Uign, we derive

Uign < lim cn,;:\ = U)~n__\ - T{F(U)~n__\, U)~n--;+I) - F«(3, U)!!n__~)} ~ (3. (6.14)
K.-OC' J

Suppose that U;~__; = (3, then (4.10) implies that Cjn--\ = (3. It can be shown that (4.9)
implies that the numerical flux function F is an increasing function in its first argument
[4]. Using this and (6.14), we obtain that Ujn--;+1 =(3. Subsequently, using (4.9), it is

seen that Cjn-_11+1 = (3, which is in contradiction with (6.10). Hence, Ujn__~ < Uign and

Uign < lim C~__\ = Cr «(3, U~n--;, Unn:';+I) ~ (3. (6.15)
K-+oo ) ))

By letting I', tend to infinity in (6.12), (6.6) follows directly from (6.13) and (6.15).
This completes the proof of step 3.

Since n was arbitra.ry, the proof of Theorem 6.3 is completed. D.
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6.2 The Arrhenius' Model

As in Section 6.1 we first rewrite (6.1). Let for each At, E > 0 the continuous function
96.t,E : [a,.8] -+ JR be given by

{

au = a,

96.t,E(u) = u' _ AtB(E)(j3 _ u) exp( E u - uvn ), a < u '5: 13.
u-a

For the Arrhenius' model (6.1) can thus be rewritten as

96.t,E(Ui) = Ci'-I, i = 1,2, ... ,1.

(6.16)

(6.17)

The question is whether 96.t,E(Ui) = Ci-1 has a unique solution in [0,13] for given
At, E > 0 and Ci-1

• Before we analyse the function 96.t,E, it will be convenient to
introduce two continuous functions of the activation energy E.

Firstly, we introduce the continuous function y : (0,00) -+ (0,00) by

1 { 4(13 - a) }-l 13 - U vn
y(E) = B(E) 1+ E(uvn-a) exp(2-E j3-a)' VE>O.

It follows directly from (2.10) and (2.11) that

lim y(E) = 0 and lim y(E) = O.
E10 E-+oo

Secondly, the positive continuous function z : (0,00) -+ (a, 13) is given by

( ) .) E( Uvn - a) VE
z E = a + (/3 - a E( U

vn
_ a) + 2(13 _ 0') , > o.

(6.18)

(6.19)

(6.20)

As one can easily verify g~t E( z( E)) = 0 for all At, E > O. Furthermore, it is seen that
z is strictly increasing with'

lim z(E) = 0' and lim z(E) = 13.
E10 E-+oo

(6.21 )

As in Section 6.1, we need a preliminary lemma before the main theorem is presented.

Lemma 6.4 Let y be gillen by (6.18) and let z be gillen by (6.20).

(i) If At '5: y(E), then the function 96.t,E: [0',13] -+ [0',13] is strictly increasing.

(ii) If At > y(E), then there exist unique u(ilt,E),u*(At,E) E (a,j3) such that
u(Llt,E) < z(E) < 1l*(Llt,E) and g6.t,E(u(Llt,E)) = 96.t,E(U*(At,E». Let
,(Llt, E) E (0',13) be defined by ,

,(ilt, E) == 96.t,E(U(At, E)) = g6.t,E( u*(ilt, E)),

then g6.t,E : [0', u.( ilt, E)] -+ [a, ,(Llt, E)] and 96.t,E : (u*( Llt, E), 13] -+ b(Llt, E), 13]
are strictly increasing.
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Figure 3: The functions gi = g(.6.th,E' i = 0,1,2, where B = 0.724, E = 15, Uvn = 1,
a = 0, j3 = 1.5, (~t)o = y(E) and (~th < (~t)o < (~th.

Proof A straightforward differentiation of 9.6.t,E shows that g'At,E(u) < 0 for all U E
(a,z(E», g'At,E(U) > 0 for all U E (z(E),j3] and g'At,E(a) = g'At,E(z(E» = O. Hence
g~t,E(u) > 9~t,E(z(E» for all U E [a,j3] \ {z(E)}. The question is whether g~t,E(z(E»
is positive or negative. An easy substitution gives

I { 4(j3 - a) } j3 - Uvn
9.6.t,E(z(E» = 1- ~tB(E) 1+ E(u

vn
_ a) exp(E j3 _ a - 2)

= 1 - ~t/y(E).

Let ~t ~ y(E). Then g~t E(u) > 9~t dz(E» ~ 0 for all U E [a,j3] \ {z(E)}. This
implies that g.6.t,E is strictly'increasing. 'Since 9.6.t,E(a) = a and 9.6.t,E(j3) = j3 statement
(i) holds.

Let !::i.t > y(E). Since 9'At,E(u) < 0 for all U E (a, z(E» and 1 = 9~t,E(a) > 0 >
9~t,E(z(E», there exists a unique u(!::i.t,E) E (a, z(E» such that 9~t,E(U(~t,E» = 0
and 9.6.t,E is strictly increasing on the interval [a, u(~t, E)]. Note that 9.6.t,E(u(~t, E» <
j3. Furthermore, 9~t,E is strictly increasing on the interval (z(E),j3) and 9t.t,E(z(E» <
o< 9~t,E(j3). Therefore there exists a unique v(~t,E) E (z(E),j3)with9~t,E(v(~t,E»

= 0 and 9.6.t,E is strictly increasing on the interval (v(!::i.t,E),j3]. Using this to
gether with 9.6.t,E( v( !::i.t, E» < 9.6.t,E(u(~t, E» < j3 implies that there exists a unique
u*(~t, E) E (v( ~t, E), j3) C (z( E), j3) such that 9.6.t,E( u*( !::i.t, E» = ga.t,E(u( !::i.t, E».
This completes the proof of statement (ii). 0

From Lemma 6.4 (ii) it follows that u, u* and I are uniquely defined for all ~t > y(E).
We extend the domain of U, u* and I to (0,00) X (0,00) by requiring that

it( Dot, E) = u*( Dot, E) = Uvn and ,(Dot, E) = 9.6.t,E(uvn)
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for all ~t, E > 0 with ~t ~ y(E). Using this together with (4.11) and Lemma 6.4 it is
straightforward that (6.17) can be solved in the following way:

U'f!
I

H( u(~t, E) - Uf) g~t,E(Uf)

g~t,E(Uf)

Q, Cn - 1
i = Q,

Q < Ci-1 ~ 1(~t,E),

I(~t, E) < Ci-1 ~ j3,

(6.22)

where H is the Heaviside function. In general (6.22) results in a nonlinear equation for
Ur if Q < Ci-1 ~ j3. If it is not possible to solve this equation exactly, then Ur has to
be computed by some iterative method.

A straightforward proof shows that Lemma 6.2 also holds for (6.22). Hence, the
method (6.22) is monotonicity preserving.

We can now present the main theorem of this section.

Theorem 6.5 Consider the finite difference method (6.22) and suppose that all the
assumptions of Theorem 6.3 hold for fixed 6.t > O. Then

(6.23)

where Uvn < CT (/3, an-t, bn- 1 ) ~ j3 and Q ~ bn- 1 ~ an- 1 ~ Uvn for all n > 0 with
n~t ~ T.

If we compare (6.23) with (6.6), it follows that a reasonable choice for Uign in the
ignition model would be Uign = Uvn '

As in (6.7) it can be shown that if (4.1) is solved numerically by the basic upwind
method, then (6.23) gives

=
j3 - an - 1 + f(an - 1 ) - f(a)

lim sn
E-co r(j3 - Q) j3 - Q '

(6.24)

where a ~ an- l ~ Uvn '
Furthermore, since Uvn < j3, (6.24) shows that (6.22) would never produce a nu

merical solution propagating with one spatial grid point per time step. However, for
large E the numerical speed is expected to be larger than the exact speed.

Proof Let n,6.t > 0 with n6.t ~ T. The proof is given in three steps, which are
similar to the steps in the proof of Theorem 6.3. In step 1 we rewrite (6.22) in a more
convenient way. In step 2 an upper and lower bound for the numerical wave speed are
derived. Finally, in the third step we let E tend to infinity.

Step 1.
It follows from the mean value theorem that, for all Ur E (a, u(6.t, E)],

for some vi E (a, Ur) with 0 < g~t E(vi) < 1. A second application of the mean value
theorem gives, for all Uf E (u*(~t,'E),j3],
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for some pi E (u*( ~t, E), Ur) with 0 < g6.t,E(pi) < g'f),t,EU3). After substituting the
above results into (6.22) the following equality is derived

UTI-
I Ci-l + (Ci-l - a)(, \ n) - 1),

gAt,E vi
U'fl = C!l'-l

I I

+{u*(~t, E) _ Ci-l +Ci-
l
, - 'Y(~t, E)},

gAt,E(J\ )

a ~ Ci- l ~ 'Y(~t, E),

'Y(~t,E) < Ci-l ~ 13,

(6.25)

Step 2.
As remarked before, Lemma 6.2 still holds. It follows from (4.9) and Lemma 6.2 that
13 ~ Ci~l ~ Ci-l ~ a for i = 2, ... , I. Since Cr-l = 13 and Crl = a, there exists a
unique jn-l E {1, ... , I - I} such that

13 =Cf-l
~ ... ~ C;:?J > J(~t, E) ~ Cj':'\+l 2: ... 2: C;-l = a.

After multiplying (6.25) by ~x, summing over i and using the above expression, we
a.rrive at

I

~XLUr =
i=l

I I
~x~C!l'-l + ~x ~ (C!l'-l _ 0')( 1 - 1)

• ~ I ~ I g' (v'!l)
i=l i=jn-J +1 At,E I

i;'J{ *( ) n-l Ci-l - J(~t, E)}
+~x ~ u ~t, E - Ci + '( ':I.) ,

i=l 9At,E PI

where vi E (0', Ui), Itf E (u*(~t,E), Ui). Since we are using a first order method, sn
is given by (3.5). Using (3.4), (3..5), (4.5) and (4.6), this equation can be rewritten as

Next we want to estimate the above summations. Note that the latter two summations
can be estimated in a completely similar way as in step 2 of the proof of Theorem
6.3 (with Uign replaced by J(~t, E) a.nd U*(K) replaced by u*(~t, E)). It remains to
estimate the first summation. It follows from 9~t E(u) < 0, 96.t E(u) > 0 for all u E
(Q,u(~t,E))andg6.t.E(a) = 1 that 0 < b(~t,E)~a)/(u(~t,E):-a)::; 96.t,E(vf) < l.
Using this together with 0' ~ Ci- l ~ J(~t, E) for i = jn-l + 1, ... ,1, we derive

I

o ::; ~x L (Ci- l
- a)(, \ n) -1) ::; ~x(I - jn-l)(u(Llt,E) - J(~t,E)).

in-J+l 9ALE Vi

Substituting the above inequalities and the inequalities (6.11) (with Uign replaced by
'Y(~t, E) and U*(K) replaced by u*(~t, E)) in the equation of sn we deduce
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tlt{f((3) - f( o)} + tlx(I - jn-1)(u(tlt, E) - 1'(tlt, E»

A ( *( A E) cn-1) 'n-1 A (3 - 1'(tlt, E)+ L.J.X U L.J.t, - jn-l + J L.J.X I (*( A E»'9At,E U L.J.t,
(6.2630)

U =0,

tlt{f((3) - f( o)} + tlx((3 - C~n-:"\) + r-1tlx(u*(tlt, E) - (3)
J

+Un-1 _ 1)tlx u*( D..t, ~) -(;~ tlt, E). (6.26b)
9At,E

This completes step 2.

Step 3. In this last step we consider the limit for E -+ 00 of (6.26). Firstly, it is
necessary to compute some limits. Since limE......oo y(E) = 0 (see (6.19», there exists an
Eo > 0 such that tlt > y(E) for all E > Eo. Hence, without loss of generality we may
assume that tlt > y(E). It follows directly from u*(tlt, E) > z(E) and (6.21) that

lim u*(tlt, E) = (3.
E......oo

From (6.16) we derive that

{

I,

l~t,ECu) = 1 + D..tB(E) [1- E(uvn _ 0) (3 - U ] exp(E u - Uvn), 0 < U~ (3.
(u-o)2 u-o

The above expression and (2.11) imply that limE......oo 9~t E(u) = 1 for all u E (0, uvn)
and limE......oo9~t,E(u) = -00 for an u E (uvn ,(3). Since g~t,E(u(tlt,E» = 0, we must
have

lim u(tlt, E) = Uvn'E-+oo
Using this limit together with limE_oo9At,E(Uvn ) = Uvn yields

lim 1'(tlt, E) = Uvn'
E-+oo

Finally, we have to compute limE......oo Cjn-:..11' If E -+ 00, then all Ur- 1 > Uvn are shifted

towards the stahle equilibrium state (3 and all Ur- 1 ~ Uvn remain almost constant.
The limit limE......oo Cjn-:..1J is computed in a similar way as (6.15). Therefore, we only
give the final results, Le.

Uvn < lim C~n-_1J = C".((3, U~n-:"~, U~n-:"~ +1) ~ (3.
E ......oo J J J

By letting E tend to infinity in (6.26), it follows directly from the above limits that
(6.23) holds. This completes the proof of step 3.

Since nand tlt were arbitrary, the proof of Theorem 6.5 is completed.

7 Numerical Results

o

In this section some numerical results are presented to illustrate the methods (5.1) and
(6.1). Three conservation laws with a linear convective part and a nonlinear source
term are considered.
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The numerical solutions a,re computed on the fixed spatial interval [-5,45) C JR.
Furthermore, in all examples the convective part is discretized using the basic upwind
method (i.e. Fr-tl!2 = f(Ur))·

Firstly, a conservation law for the ignition model is considered in which the wave
speed is influenced by the source term. We present results for (5.1) and (6.5), respec
tively. The results clearly illustrate the theory of Sections .5 and 6.

Example 7.1 Consider the initial-boundary value problem (2.8) with a = Uign = 0,
(3 = 1, J( = 1 and a smooth initial profile, i.e.

a a
-U + -U =
at ax

U(X,O)

U( -.5, t) =

u(l - u),

1
"'Ix E [-5,45),

exp(x) + l'
1

~ 1, Vi> O.
exp( -5 - 2t) +1 -

(7.1a)

(7.1b)

(7.1c)

The initial data (7.1b) do not satisfy (2.4b) and (2.4c) exactly. However, it is reasonable
to assume that (2.4) holds, since we are using a first order method, u( -5, 0) ~ 1
and u(45,0) ~ 0. It can be shown that (7.1) has a travelling wave solution which is
propagating with a constant speed 2, i.e. the solution is given by

1
u(x,t) = .. ) ,"'Ix E [-5,45), Vi > O.

exp(x - 2t + 1
(7.2)

When (7.1) is solved explicitly, we derive (see (4.8) with Fi~-;:i2 = Ur-l )

Ut = Ur- 1
- r{Ur- 1

- ut~-/} + ~tq(Ur-l), i = 1,2, ... ,1, (7.3)

where q is given by q(u) = u(l - u). In Figure 4 the numerical results of (7.3) are
compared to the exact solution (7.2). It is seen that the numerical wave speed converges
to the exact wave speed (which is equal to 2) as ~t is decreasing.

Next (7.1) is solved implicitly, i.e. (see (6.5))

U!l
t

0,

C!'!-l
t ,

Cn - 1 - 0i -,

o< C~-l < 1,t _.

(7.4)

where Ci-1 = Ur- l
- r{Ur- 1

- Ul~]l}, K. = ~t and 9,,(U) = 1t - K.u(l- u). In Figure 5
the numerical results of (7.4) are compared to the exact solution (7.2). Again it is seen
that the numerical wave speed converges to the exact wave speed as b.t is decreasing.
The results given in Figures 4 and 5 are similar results as presented in [5].

Secondly, we consider a discontinuous initial function uO with all initial data in
equilibrium, i.e. q(UO(.t» = 0 for all x E [-5,45). In this case, like in reacting
shock waves, the wave speed is not influenced by the source term, since the source
term remains 0 for all time levels. However, the numerical advection of the initial
discontinuity results in a smeared representation, which includes intermediate states
a < u < (3 that are not in equilibrium, i.e. q(u) =1= O. As time evolves tilese intermediate
states are shifted towards {3 at a certain rate. To be able to compare the various results,
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in all further examples the source term is normalized, such that the average of this rate
over all intermediate states is equal to 1, Le.

1 1{3
-(.l- q(u)du:::: 1.
fJ - a a

(7.5)

We start by considering the ignition model again. Note that for given a ~ Uign < (3,
the rate constant J( is completely determined by (7.5). Hence, the ignition value Uign

influences the rate constant IC This is not true in practice but purely a consequence
from the fact that we want to compare numerical results for the different models, and
therefore need a normalization like (7.5).

Example 7.2 Consider the initial value problem (2.8) with a :::: 0, (3 :::: 1.5, 0 ~ Uign <
1.5 and a discontinuous initial profile that satisfies (2.4), Le.

a a-u+ -uat ax
u(x,O)

u(-.5, t)

J( H (u - Uign) (u - Uign)( 1.5 - u),

{
loS, -5 ~ x ~ 0,
0, 0 < x < 45,

1.5, Vi 2: o.

(7.6a)

(7.6b)

(7.6c)

As noted before, (7.6) has a travelling wave solution which propagates with a positive
speed not influenced by the source term. Hence, the exact solution is given by

( ) {
1.5, x - t ~ 0,

U x, t:::: ° 0 . _ t, < x .
(7.7)

If Uign :::: 1, then (7..5) implies that J( :::: 72. Usually J( will be large, therefore, (7.6) is
solved implicitly, i.e.

UTl, C~-l
t ,

:::: C~-l, ,
o~ Cr-1

~ Uign,

Uign < Cr-1
~ 1..5,

(7.8)

where Cr-1
:::: Ur-1- T{Ur-1- Ui~11}, Ii :::: J( bot and g,,( u) :::: U - liH( U - Uign)u(l- u).

It is shown in Section 6 that it is relevant to take Uign :::: U vn > 0. However, we start
with Uign :::: 0. As was shown by (6.7) the numerical solution should propagate with one
spatial grid point per time step. This is clearly illustrated in Figure 6, where T :::: 0.5.
In agreement with (6.8), it is shown in Figure 6, that sn 1 s as Uign i (3.

Example 7.3 In this final example we consider the Arrhenius' model (2.9) with a :::: 0,
(3 :::: 1..5, U vn :::: 1 and a. discontinuous initial profile tha.t satisfies (2.4), i.e.

a a-u+ -uat ax

U(x,O)

u( -5, t)

{

0,
u-l

B(E) (1.5 - u) exp(E--),
U

{
1.5' -5 ~ x ~ 0,
0, 0 < x < 45,

1..5, Vt 2: 0,

U:::: 0,

0< U ~ 1.5,
(7.9a)

(7.9b)

(7.9c)

where B(E) is given by B(E) :::: l/(E((3 - uvn )) :::: 2/E (this model for B is derived by
taking the ignition time equal to 1 in a combustion model [11]). It is straightforward
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that B(E) satisfies (2.10) and (2.11). The quantity B(E) is multiplied by a constant
such that (7.5) is satisfied. The only reason for doing this is to be able to compare the
numerical solution of (7.9) with the numerical solution of (7.6). As noted before, (7.9)
has a travelling wave solution which propagates with a positive speed not influenced by
the source term. Hence, the exact solution is given by (7.7). We solve (7.6) implicitly
using (6.22). Le.,

Urt = 0, Cn - 1 - 0
I i -,

H (u( f),.t, E) - Ur )9~t,E(Ur) C!1'-l 0< Cr-1 ~ /,(f),.t, E), (7.10)I ,

9~t,E(Ur) :=: C!1'-l /,(.1.t, E) < Ci-1 ~ 1.5,I ,

where H is the Heaviside function, Ci-1 = Ur-1
- T{Ur- 1

- UtI1
} and 9~t.E(U) is

given by (6.16). In agreement with (6.23) it is seen in Figure 7 that the numerical
wave propagates too fast. Comparing the results of Figure 6 and Figure 7 it follows
directly that it is reasonable for large J( and E to take Ujgn = U vn , as was predicted
by the theory. Furthermore, it can be shown that I(u) = U implies 1/2 ~ an - 1 ~ 1,
and, subsequently, (6.24) gives 4/3 ~ limE-+oo sn ~ 3/2. This is illustrated by the
numerical results. It seems in Figure 7 that limE-+oo sn = 4/3. However, we have not
been able to prove this yet. Finally, in Figure 7 it is shown that the numerical wave
speed is decreasing when E is increasing.
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Figure 4: Numerical results for method (7.3) (with f),.t 0.2, T = 0..5): numerical
solution (solid line) of (7.1) and exa.ct solution (dashed line) of (7.1) given by (7.2).
The numerical wave speed of (7.3) with f),.t = 0.05/2P , P = 0,1,2,3 and T = 0.5.
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Figure 5: Numerical results for method (7.4) (with ~t = 0.2, T = 0.5): numerical
solution (solid line) of (7.1) and exact solution (dashed line) of (7.1) given by (7.2).
The numerical wave speed of (7.4) with ~t = 0.05/2P, P = 0,1,2,3 and T = 0.5.
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Figure 6: Numerical results for method (7.8) (with ~t = 0.2, T = 0.5, Uign = 0):
numerical solution (solid line) of (7.6) and exact solution (dashed line) of (7.6) given by
(7.7). The numerical wave speed of (7.8) with ~t = 0.2, T = O}) and Uign = 0,0.3,0.6,1.
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Figure 7: Numerical results for method (7.10) (with b.t = 0.2, T = 0.5): numerical
solution (solid line) of (7.9) and exact solution (dashed line) of (7.9) given by (7.7).
The numerical wave speed of (7.10) with b.t = 0.2, T = 0.5 and E = 5,10,15,20.
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